
One Line Studio by Tim Politis Wins Gold in A'
Architecture Awards

One Line Studio

Innovative Architectural Design

Recognized with Prestigious A' Design

Award in Architecture, Building and

Structure Design Category

COMO, CO, ITALY, June 26, 2024

/EINPresswire.com/ -- The A' Design

Award, one of the world's most

respected and recognized design

competitions, has announced One Line

Studio by Tim Politis as the recipient of

the Golden A' Design Award in the

Architecture, Building and Structure

Design category. This prestigious

accolade highlights the exceptional

design and innovation demonstrated

by One Line Studio, solidifying its

position as a groundbreaking

architectural work.

One Line Studio's recognition by the A'

Design Award holds significant relevance for the architecture industry and its stakeholders. The

design's innovative approach to space utilization, environmental sensitivity, and aesthetic appeal

sets a new standard for contemporary architectural practices. By showcasing the potential for

harmonious integration between structure and nature, One Line Studio inspires architects,

designers, and clients alike to explore more sustainable and visually striking design solutions.

One Line Studio captivates with its striking form, featuring a canted, naturally rusted steel wall

anchoring one end of the structure, while a thin roof edge ascends toward the sky, framing a

glazed expanse. Vertical cedar fins, arranged according to the Fibonacci sequence, soften glare

and echo the surrounding native grasses, seamlessly grounding the translucent faÃ§ade into the

terrain. The interior atmosphere is delineated by a timber wall and a curtain of suspended glass,

creating a delicate threshold between inside and outside.

http://www.einpresswire.com
https://competition.adesignaward.com
https://competition.adesignaward.com
https://competition.adesignaward.com/ada-winner-designer.php?profile=351044
https://architecturedesigncompetition.com


The Golden A' Design Award for One Line Studio serves as a testament to Tim Politis and his

team's unwavering commitment to pushing the boundaries of architectural design. This

recognition is expected to inspire future projects that prioritize innovation, sustainability, and the

harmonious integration of built structures with their natural surroundings. As One Line Studio

sets a new benchmark for excellence, it motivates the team at Tim Politis to continue their

pursuit of groundbreaking design solutions.

One Line Studio was brought to life through the collaborative efforts of a talented team. Lead

Architect Tim Politis spearheaded the project, with Eric Dernbach as Project Manager and Kent

Bentley as Architectural Designer. Vitali Stanila contributed to the project's architectural graphics,

while Indra Tjaja served as a Reviewer. Charlene Seckler managed operations, and Christianna

Politis acted as the Design Facilitator.

Interested parties may learn more at:

https://competition.adesignaward.com/ada-winner-design.php?ID=156536

About Tim Politis

Tim Politis, the visionary founder of One Line Studio, established the design-focused architecture

studio in 2012. Originating from the belief that the first move, often the first gesture on paper, is

significant in setting ideas, defining the critical path, and leading to creative problem solving, One

Line Studio engages in diverse commercial, experiential hospitality, adaptive reuse, inspired

living, and one-of-a-kind endeavors seeking inventive solutions that turn constraints into

opportunities. Based in Colorado, United States, Tim Politis and his team at One Line Studio

consistently deliver exceptional architectural designs.

About One Line Studio

One Line Studio, a design-focused architecture studio founded in 2012 by Tim Politis, originates

from the belief that the first move, often the first gesture on paper, is significant in setting ideas,

defining the critical path, and leading to creative problem solving.  The Colorado based studio

engages in diverse commercial, experiential hospitality, adaptive reuse, inspired living, and one-

of-a-kind endeavors seeking inventive solutions that turn constraints into opportunities.

About Golden A' Design Award

The Golden A' Design Award in the Architecture, Building and Structure Design category

recognizes designs that demonstrate a high level of innovation, functionality, and aesthetic

appeal. Winners are selected through a rigorous blind peer-review process by an expert jury

panel consisting of design professionals, industry leaders, academics, and journalists. The award

celebrates designs that push the boundaries of architecture, contribute to the advancement of

the field, and inspire future trends. Receiving the Golden A' Design Award is a significant

achievement, acknowledging the exceptional skill, creativity, and impact of the winning designs.

About A' Design Award

The A' Design Award is an international, juried design competition that has been recognizing and

https://competition.adesignaward.com/ada-winner-design.php?ID=156536


promoting outstanding design across various industries since 2008. With a mission to create a

better world through the power of good design, the A' Design Award motivates designers and

brands to develop superior products and projects that positively impact society. The competition

welcomes entries from all countries and is organized in multiple categories, including

Architecture, Building and Structure Design. By providing a global platform to showcase

innovative designs, the A' Design Award aims to drive inspiration, advancement, and a greater

appreciation for the principles of good design.

To learn more about the A' Design Awards, explore the esteemed jury members, view past

laureates, and participate with your own groundbreaking projects, visit:

https://architecture-competitions.com
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